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Brief History

The Modern Poetry Association, which was founded in the year
1941, gave birth to the Poetry Foundation in the year 2003 to
support the publication of Poetry magazine. This has happened
because of the grand gift given by renowned Philanthropist Ruth
Lilly of the United States.

Scope and Coverage

This dictionary features multiple areas of poetry like Learning
LabTerm Types, Forms & Types of Poems, Rhythm & Meter,
Schools & Periods, Techniques & Figures of Speech, Theory &
Criticism etc.

Kind of Information

Within the following category all poetic terms included in the
dictionary are found
All terms, Learning Lab Term Types, Forms & Types of Poems,
Rhythm & Meter, Schools & Periods, Techniques & Figures of
Speech and Theory & Criticism. One can find all the terms and
their description of cultural ( Poetic age) ages by clicking on the
section “Schools & Periods”. Following is the screenshot of the
said example:

Terms used in the fields of poetry are defined along with relevant
information. Cross erference entries like See and See also reference for
terms used in the description is provided for better understanding.
Example of an entry is given below:
Cacophony
Harsh or discordant sounds, often the result of repetition and combination of
consonants within a group of words. The opposite of euphony. Writers frequently
use cacophony to express energy or mimic mood.
See also dissonance.
Curtal sonnet
See Sonnet.
Spenserian stanza
The unit of Edmund Spenser’s long poem The Faerie Queene, consisting of eight
iambic-pentameter lines and a final alexandrine, with a rhyme scheme of
ABABBCBCC. Later uses of this stanza form include John Keats’s “The Eve of
St. Agnes,” Percy Bysshe Shelley’s “Adonais,” and Alfred Lord Tennyson’s
“The Lotos-Eaters.”
(Underlined terms are cross referenced).

Special Features

 Links to social network site such as Facebook, Twitter, Google
plus etc.
 One can browse many poems, poets brief bio, seasonal poems
through its link “Poems and Poets”
 Links to resources like children’s poetry, Love poems etc.
 The “Feature” section on the homepage has articles, audio and
videos items and a news section that has news from the field of
Poetry.
 Participation channels for many enagaging programmes like
exhibition, awards, poetry reading etc are available
 Poetry mobile app and archive of Poetry magazines are also
included here.

Arrangement Pattern

Terms from the field of Poetry are arranged in alphabetic order. For
example under the alphabet ‘A’ the terms Abecedarian, Accentual
verse, Accentual-syllabic verse, Acmeism, Acrostic etc. are
arranged in alphabetic order.

Remarks

This online tool is very helpful for getting brief ideas regarding
various terms of poetry. Students of all study levels, literature
lovers and professionals use this site to find answers to their
questions.

Comparable Tools

 A Glossary of Poetic Vocabulary Terms for Children
(http://www.poetry4kids.com/blog/lessons/poetrydictionary-for-kids/#b)
 Representative poetry online
(http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/glossary)
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